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ABSTRACT

course, there might also be combinations of both. Classical evolutionary MO algorithms (EMOAs) such as NSGA-II, SMS-EMOA and
MOEA/D have proven their performance with established parameter settings. Thus they can be used in an out-of-the-box manner
for classical MOPs. For algorithms that address multi-modal MOPs
there is not even an intuition of the achievable potential under a
good configuration of their parameters, apart from a configuration study of MOEA/D on non-multi-modal MOPs [16]. This paper
takes a further step in this direction and brings together multimodal multi-objective evolutionary optimization with automated
algorithm configuration (AAC) [12].
Here, we specifically investigate multi-global performance with
the additional challenge that algorithms have to overcome the risk
of getting stuck in local structures, possibly induced by a multi-local
scenario. We show that MO algorithm ranking heavily depends on
parametrization. Experiments further reveal a strong need for configuring for both maximum convergence in objective space as well
as maximum solution diversity in decision space simultaneously in
order to efficiently tackle multi-global optimization scenarios.

Hardness of Multi-Objective (MO) continuous optimization problems results from an interplay of various problem characteristics,
e. g. the degree of multi-modality. We present a benchmark study
of classical and diversity focused optimizers on multi-modal MO
problems based on automated algorithm configuration. We show
the large effect of the latter and investigate the trade-off between
convergence in objective space and diversity in decision space.
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METHODOLOGY

Algorithms. Classical EMOAs concentrate on solution convergence and diversity in objective space. They all neglect diversity in
decision space and thus may miss alternative global solutions of
similar quality. Multi-modal MOPs have been tackled by integrating
archiving, multiple populations, and niching techniques for preserving diverse solution sets in decision space [8]. Another stream
of research exploit properties of landscape characteristics to move
along local structures [9, 10, 14, 19, 23] and preserve locally efficient
solutions [15]. Here, we pick representative approaches from each
class: NSGA-II, SMS-EMOA, MOEA/D as classical EMOAs, plus
Omni-Optimizer [7], MOLE [19] as an advanced implementation
of MOGSA [10], and HIGA-MO [23].

INTRODUCTION

In (evolutionary) MO optimization the predominant goal is to approximate the global set of trade-off solutions as good as possible
w.r.t. convergence and diversity in objective space. Considering
unconstrained multi-objective problems (MOP) [5], there may be
multiple solutions in decision space with equal performance in
objective space. These multi-modal MOPs impose specific challenges on algorithms due to their characteristics in terms of locally efficient sets, ridges and basin structures. Important is the
distinction between multi-global and multi-local scenarios [8]: diverse solution sets in decision space map to the same images to
the Pareto-front in objective space or, alternatively, the former
might correspond to different local fronts in objective space. Of

Instances. We use a subset of well-known benchmark function
collections: ZDT [25] consists of 6 bi-objective functions, each
having a specific property that hampers the capability of EMOAs
to address convergence and / or diversity. DTLZ [6] is an extension
of ZDT towards decision and objective space dimension scalability.
Within the MMF suite [24], the majority of problems is either unimodal or multi-global, but not multi-local. The bi-objective BlackBox Optimization Benchmark (BBOB) [22] contains 55 bi-objective
test functions which originate from combinations of a subset of the
SO BBOB benchmark [11] and show a strong level of multimodality.
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Indicators. Researchers proposed many different indicators which
often require a reference set [26]. In our setting we configure the
algorithms to maximize either a) the dominated hypervolume (HV),
i. e., a very prominent measure which calculates the space enclosed
by the approximation set and an anti-optimal reference point or
b) the Solow-Polasky measure which was designed to measure the
amount of diversity between species in biology [21]. Both measures do not require reference sets. While the former is defined in
objective space, the latter measures diversity in the decision space.

respective instance. During configuration, the HV metrics were normalized against the instances’ maximum obtainable HV to assess
the effect on the mean performance of each instance comparably.
For SP the absolute scores were used, but to keep them aligned
between algorithms and configurations, population sizes 𝜇 were
set to 100. MOLE and MOGSA do not have populations and occasionally return much larger solution sets than they started with.
In such cases, we reduced the solution sets by randomly sampling
2 000 points to keep the SP score computation possible.
Due to the limited number of instances we used leave-one-out
cross validation for configuration. This implies that for each algorithm we ran 33 different configuration scenarios.
To validate the indicators’ score, we ran each algorithm 25 times.
Each of the 25 runs has a fixed random seed (e. g., each first run
always had the same seed). The median over all runs was used to
express each indicators’ score. In the rare occasion that an algorithm could not find any non-dominated points that fell below the
reference point, resulting in a HV of 0, we imputed them by the
worst non-zero HV found in all other runs on that instance.

Automated algorithm configurators. Consider an algorithm 𝐴
with a corresponding parameter configuration space Θ, which holds
a list of parameters, respective domains and possible constraints on
different parameter combinations. Given a set of problem instances
𝐼 , the goal of AAC [12] is to find a optimal configuration 𝜃 ∗ ∈ Θ
that w. l. o. g. maximizes a quality metric 𝑄 on a problem set 𝐼 , or
formally defined as 𝜃 ∗ = argmax𝜃 ∈Θ 𝑄 (𝐴𝜃 , 𝐼 ). In this work, the
quality 𝑄 over 𝐼 is computed as the mean performance over all
instances 𝐼 and an instance refers to a specific benchmark problem.
The number of distinct configurations in Θ is often very large
and requires high-performing algorithm configurators. We will use
SMAC [13], which is supported in Sparkle1 , and successfully demonstrated its performance in fields such as SAT and TSP (see [12] for
details, also on alternative approaches such as irace or ParamILS).

3

Configurability. To gauge how susceptible the algorithms are
to improving their performance for one indicator specifically, we
looked at both the indicator’s performance after configuring for
HV and after configuring for SP.
When configuring for HV, we observe a relative increase in HV
comparing to default configuration for all algorithms and, unexpectedly, no relative decrease for SP, except for a small proportion
of runs. In fact, for MOGSA, MOLE and HIGA-MO the SP even
improves along with the HV. The amplitude of the relative improvement on HV differs widely between the algorithms. For example,
NSGA-II, SMS-EMOA and Omni-Optimizer show little to none improvements. This can be attributed to their limited parameter spaces
or, more likely, because their default parameters were already set to
perform well for HV. In contrast, MOLE occasionally shows large
improvements indicating that it can benefit from configured parameters significantly. The median value however is ≈ 0 , but MOLE
also shows the strongest potential in increasing the SP-measure.
In case of configuring for SP, for all algorithms the SP increases,
although sometimes at the cost of HV. The latter is most dominant for MOEA/D and Omni-Optimizer. This suggests that these
algorithms might be over-fitted for optimizing HV. In general, we
observe considerable variability across repeated runs for HIGA-MO,
MOGSA, and MOLE, which exploit local structures.
The resulting parameter configurations strengthen the aforementioned findings. There is a tendency that parameters configured for
SP tend to differ substantially more from the default settings compared to parameter settings optimized for HV. For MOLE, however,
parameters for both configurations largely differ from the default
parameters. This indicates that these default parameters are likely
not targeted to perform well on the selected indicators and should
be adjusted in order to exhibit good convergence properties.

EXPERIMENTS

A benchmark study is conducted for a variety of MO algorithms
on a large set of, mainly multi-modal, MOPs of well-known benchmark sets. We investigate the extent of performance improvement
induced by AAC w. r. t. both convergence in objective as well as
diversity in decision space.
Experimental set-up. For all algorithms publicly available implementations [1, 3, 4, 18, 20, 23] were used. The R package smoof [2]
was used to generate the problem instances. We compiled a set of 33
bi-objective problems from the 4 benchmark set (see Section 2) with
2-dimensional decision space. All problems from the ZDT, DTLZ
and MMF benchmarks were selected, except ZDT5 and MMF13,
since their decision space is not continuous or 2-dimensional. The
remaining 3 instances are the highly multi-modal problems 𝑓46 , 𝑓47 ,
and 𝑓50 from bi-objective BBOB.
AAC experiments were conducted using SMAC with the Sparkle
framework 2 Each configuration scenario consisted of 10 sequential
configuration runs with each a limit of 250 algorithm calls and a
wall clock time limit of 6 hours. Other configurator settings were
set to their default. Each algorithm had a function call budget of
20 000. One exception to the latter is MOGSA because it has no
termination criterion for budget. However, MOGSA often kept the
number of function calls below the budget. The best configuration
ś based on the mean performance over all instances in the training
set ś of a scenario is picked for further validation on test instances.
Each configuration scenario maximized a single performance
indicator (HV or SP). For HV calculation, in case of unknown reference points, we derived it from the maximum values of the nondominated set out of the union of runs of all algorithms on the

Competitiveness. We complement the perspective of configurability by an investigation of the competitiveness of the considered
algorithms before and after configuration. In that context, we focus
on six scenarios: two rankings w. r. t. HV and SP of unconfigured
algorithms as well as the rankings w. r. t. both HV and SP, when the
algorithms are either configured to maximize HV or SP, respectively.

1 Accessible
2 All

through ada.liacs.nl/projects/sparkle
code is available at: github.com/jeroenrook/MMMOO-AAC-experiments
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Figure 2: Relative loss between the configurations for HV
and SP on the indicators that were not targeted in the configurations, respectively.
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Figure 1: Critical distance plots over the average rank of an algorithm over all individual runs (seed-instance). The figures
on the left show the ranking of HV and the figures on the
right for SP. The rows are the ranks for default, configured
for HV and configured for SP, respectively.
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The scenarios are denoted default HV, default SP, config-HV
HV, config-HV SP, config-SP HV, and config-SP SP, where the
first component denotes the configuration objective and the second
component denotes the ranking objective. The default scenarios
use standard (recommended) parameters for the algorithms.
We ranked the algorithms for each distinct seed-instance pair
from which we computed the average rank for each algorithm.
A Nemenyi test [17] with (𝛼 < 0.1) was conducted to determine
the critical distance (CD) of 0.15 between ranks to be significantly
better or worse than the other algorithms (see Figure 1).
In these rankings we see that SMS-EMOA and NSGA-II are in all
cases leading, when HV is considered as ranking objective. In terms
of SP, both algorithms are partly outranked by Omni-Optimizer
and MOEA/D for the default scenario and become even worse after
configuration. Omni-Optimizer shows strong performance in all
the SP rankings but also MOLE performs much better. MOLE even
shares rank 1 with Omni-Optimizer in the config-HV SP scenario.
MOGSA is consistently outranked and HIGA-MO shows a similar
pattern, except for SP where it ranks better than SMS-EMOA and
NSGA-II when the algorithms were configured for SP.
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Figure 3: The relative loss for each indicator when it was
configured for the opposite indicator. Each points represents
the relative loss of an algorithm-instance pair.
For SP (orange boxplots), i. e., configured on HV, we see that
all algorithms, except MOGSA, suffer a loss on their potential as
well. For MOGSA this means that there is a relative gain, i. e., the
SP performance was better when configuring for HV. Again, the
amplitude in the relative loss varies across the tested algorithms.
MOEA/D and Omni-Optimizer show the largest loss here and are
the only losses that are significant3 for SP. Overall, we notice that
the losses for HV are higher than the losses for SP.
Figure 3 combines the losses for each indicator and presents it
in a scatter plot. Here, each point represents the loss for HV and SP
for one of the 231 algorithm-instance pairs. These pairs are divided
into three partitions; a green partition holding 30 (13%) pairs that
show no loss on both indicators, a white partition holding 109 (47%)
pairs have a loss on only one indicator and a red partition with
the remaining 92 (40%) pairs that have a loss on both indicators.
This shows that for the majority of pairs we are not achieving their
true potential for both indicators simultaneously. The proportion
(adjusted for their total proportion) of benchmarks is consistent
across each partition. This indicates that the benchmarks sets are
not particularly more sensitive or insensitive to these losses. The
proportion of presence of the algorithms for each partition shows
that MOEA/D and Omni-Optimizer are above average (27% and
23% resp. over the average of 14%) in the partition with losses on
both indicators. Omni-Optimizer is also the only algorithm that
never displays improvements for both indicators.

Relative indicator loss. We now focus on the indicators’ performance differences between both configurations to investigate the
potential of obtaining maximum convergence in objective space as
well as maximum solution diversity in decision space. Specifically,
we looked at the relative change between the non-configured indicator’s performance and its performance when it was configured
for that indicator, i. e., the relative change of HV after configuring
for SP and after configuring for HV. A positive relative change indicates a loss in what potentially can be achieved for that indicator.
Hence, we refer to the relative changes as losses.
Figure 2 shows the relative loss on both indicators for each algorithm. The losses on HV (blue boxplots), if configured for SP, show
that all algorithms suffer some degree of relative losses ranging
from the largest losses for MOEA/D and Omni-Optimizer and the
smallest for HIGA-MO, NSGA-II and SMS-EMOA.

Discussion. From the presented experimental results, we derive
several insights: (1) Compared to the other considered approaches
SMS-EMOA and NSGA-II often excel in the task they are designed
3 based
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for: they create a good approximation of the Pareto front. Combined
with the observation of low configurability (see Section 3), we cannot expect a large influence of our configuration on these overall
results. (2) Conversely, this also implies that configuration w. r. t. SP
has little effect on these algorithms’ performance. As expected, it
also shows, that the objective-space-focused design of SMS-EMOA
and NSGA-II holds no potential w. r. t. conserving alternative solutions in decision space which results in a loss of diversity. (3)
For algorithms like Omni-Optimizer and MOLE the configurations
hold the potential to improve their performance compared to other
established methods over all considered benchmarks. Remember,
that specifically MOLE is a local optimizer. Still, it is able to compete
with global approaches. Its approach of traversing multiple local
(and global) efficient sets during directed MO descent certainly
helps in preserving alternative solutions. (4) Overall, the potential
in configuration w. r. t. multiple goals like convergence and diversity, is large for methods which either exploit local structures (like
MOLE) or at least preserve alternative solutions in archives, niches,
or multiple populations (like e. g. Omni-Optimizer or MOEA/D).
Future research will show, whether this finding also generalizes to
related approaches. (5) The results show that MOLE which is conceptually similar to the original MOGSA [10] approach but more
developed, is competitive with other optimizers. (6) We observe
that when configuring for either HV or SP, in most cases we have
to hazard the consequence of loosing performance regarding the
other criterion. So there is a strong need for perspectively focusing
on reaching the optimal trade-off between both criteria by means
of multi-objective AAC.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We demonstrate the large potential of automated algorithm configuration in the evolutionary MO domain focusing on multi-modal
problems for which both decision space diversity as well as convergence in objective space is of crucial interest. Specialized algorithms, which exploit local structures or include archiving and
niching techniques are contrasted to more general, commonly used
state-of-the-art MO algorithms such as NSGA-II and SMS-EMOA.
We show that suitably set parameters in most cases substantially
improve algorithm performance, especially w. r. t. decision space
diversity. From our experiments, however, we explicitly derive the
necessity of taking a multi-objective perspective in automated algorithm configuration by simultaneously optimizing for convergence
and decision space diversity.
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